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(57) ABSTRACT
A robust ground traction (drive) assembly for remotely
controlled vehicles, which not only operates smoothly on
surfaces that are flat, but also upon surfaces that include
rugged terrain, snow, mud, and sand, is provided. The
assembly includes a sun gear and a braking gear. The sun
gear is configured to cause rotational force to be applied to
second planetary gears through a coupling of first planetary
gears. The braking gear is configured to cause the assembly
(or the second planetary gears) to rotate around the braking
gear when an obstacle or braking force is applied.
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This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional
Patent Application No. 61/797,742, filed on Dec. 7, 2012,
the subject matter of which is hereby incorporated by
reference in its entirety.
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION
The invention described herein was made by employees
of the United States Government and may be manufactured
and used by or for the Government for Government pur-
poses without the payment of any royalties thereon or
therefore.
FIELD
The present invention relates to a spoked wheel assembly,
and, more particular, to a spoked wheel assembly having two
rotational modes of operation.
BACKGROUND
Track assemblies are complex, and operators generally
complain about maintenance issues, as well as the tracks
being dislodged or thrown during operation. Further, stair
climbing requires a track leading end radius greater than
tread height, or requires separate mechanisms. For example,
to climb stairs, the surface of the landing preceding the stairs
must afford sufficient traction to initiate climbing. Wet, or
otherwise slippery, surfaces often thwart climbing.
Wheels are optimal on flat surfaces, and move well over
depressions and obstacles, which are less than the radius of
the wheel. Wheels have sufficient radius to climb expected
and unexpected obstacles and stair heights. However, in
surfaces that are loose or covered with snow, the wheels
must provide sufficient contact to prevent sinking and must
have treads of sufficient texture to maintenance traction. In
practice, wheeled robots have not performed well when
tested against obstacles such as stairs and rubble.
Whegs assemblies include whegs (wheels) plus leg com-
binations, which operate nominally as three spokes on a
driven axel. On a flat surface, the assembly operates as if
legs (i.e., the spokes) are articulating and walking across the
surface. Upon reaching an obstacle, the spokes appear to
climb up the obstacle as legs would. However, there is a
compromise between traction and smoothness of operation.
For example, an unwanted up and down, side-to-side jerky
displacement can be experienced during locomotion. This
jerky operation creates stress on payloads and disrupts video
impacting navigation and surveillance.
Thus, a robust ground traction (drive) mechanism for
remotely controlled vehicles, which not only operate
smoothly on surfaces that are flat, but also upon surfaces that
include rugged terrain, snow, mud, and sand, may be ben-
eficial.
SUMMARY
Certain embodiments of the present invention may pro-
vide solutions to the problems and needs in the art that have
not yet been fully identified, appreciated, or solved by
conventional wheel assembly systems. For instance, one or
more embodiments of the present invention pertain to a
2
multi-wheeled, spoked drive assembly for robots, and other
vehicles, capable of two rotational modes. For example, the
assembly can operate smoothly on flat surfaces, i.e., mode 1,
and can cooperate on rugged, slick, or muddy surfaces, i.e.,
5 mode 2. In one instance, if the surface is loose (e.g., traction
is not good), a mechanism can be engaged to force the
wheels to rotate about the central assembly. This mechanism
may be engaged passively through operator command, or
autonomously actuated using feedback from the assembly
10 indicating slippage or approaching a stall state.
In one embodiment, an apparatus is provided. The appa-
ratus includes a sun gear and a braking gear. The sun gear is
configured to cause rotational force to be applied to second
planetary gears through a coupling of first planetary gears.
15 The braking gear is configured to cause the second planetary
gears to rotate around the braking gear when an obstacle or
braking force is applied.
In another embodiment, an apparatus is provided. The
multi-spoke assembly includes a sun gear and a braking
20 gear. The sun gear is configured to cause rotational force to
be applied to second planetary gears via first planetary gears.
The braking gear is configured to cause the second planetary
gears to rotate around the braking gear when a rotational
force of the braking gear is reduced or the braking gear is
25 prevented move spinning.
In yet another embodiment, an apparatus is provided. The
apparatus includes a motor driven sun gear and a braking
gear. The motor driven sun gear is configured to cause
rotational force to be applied to second planetary gears via
30 first planetary gears, causing the apparatus to traverse across
a surface. The free spinning braking gear is configured to
cause the second planetary gears to rotate around the braking
gear when the apparatus an obstacle or braking force is
applied.
35
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
In order that the advantages of certain embodiments of the
invention will be readily understood, a more particular
40 description of the invention briefly described above will be
rendered by reference to specific embodiments that are
illustrated in the appended drawings. While it should be
understood that these drawings depict only typical embodi-
ments of the invention and are not therefore to be considered
45 to be limiting of its scope, the invention will be described
and explained with additional specificity and detail through
the use of the accompanying drawings, in which:
FIG. 1 is a schematic illustrating a three-wheel drive
assembly, according to an embodiment of the present inven-
50 tion.
FIG. 2 is a schematic illustrating internal components of
a three-wheel drive assembly, according to an embodiment
of the present invention.
FIG. 3 is a schematic illustrating a three-wheel drive
55 assembly, according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
EMBODIMENTS
60
Embodiments of the present invention pertain to a multi-
spoke driven assembly for robots (or vehicles). The multi-
spoked assembly may be configured to include two rota-
tional modes minor mode and major mode. In the minor
65 mode, the multi-spoked assembly allows for smooth opera-
tion on even surfaces. In the major mode, when an obstacle
is encountered and traction is good, the multi-spoked assem-
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bly is configured to automatically rotate its entire spoked
structure and attempt to climb the obstacle. In another
embodiment, if the terrain is loose and traction is not good,
a mechanism is engaged to force the wheels to rotate about
the multi-spoked assembly. This mechanism may be 5
engaged passively, through operator command, or autono-
mously actuated using feedback from the assembly identi-
fying slippage or stall.
FIG. 1 is a schematic 100 illustrating a three-wheel drive
assembly, according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion. As shown in FIG. 3, a front plate 125 and a back plate
130 hold the internal components of the three-wheel assem-
bly, i.e., braking gear 105, sun gear 110, first planetary gears
115, and second planetary gear 120 via locking mechanism 15
135. See also FIG. 2. In practice, front plate 125 is config-
ured to face the wheels (not shown) and back plate 130 is
configured to face the vehicle (also not shown).
The three-wheel drive assembly in this embodiment is a
co-axial drive system including a braking gear 105 and a sun 20
gear 110. For instance, sun gear 110 is situated near or at the
center most axle, and braking gear 105 situated near or at the
outer most axle. In this embodiment, braking gear 105 is free
to spin and, in certain embodiments, may be held fast by a
braking mechanism (not shown) causing the three-wheel 25
assembly to rotate about the outer most axle axle. It should
be appreciated that braking mechanism may be located in
the vehicle and may be any type of mechanism configured
to create a counter force against the coupled forces rotating
braking gear 105 such as a caliper and disc, a drum, a band 30
or a scrub brake or a motor using back electromotive force
connections, or other methods. The braking mechanism is
further configured to prevent braking gear 105 from spin-
ning or reduce the rotational force of braking gear 105.
Sun gear 110 may be motor driven (see motor 121 in FIG. 35
3) in some embodiments allowing rotational force to be
applied to second planetary (or wheel drive) gear 120
through coupling of first planetary gears 115. As shown in
FIG. 3, wheels 123 are attached to second planetary gears
120, allowing the three-wheel drive assembly attached to a 40
vehicle to traverse the surface.
It should be appreciated that the width of second planetary
gears 120 is sufficiently wide to allow braking gear 105 and
first planetary gears 110 to contact second planetary gears
120. In this embodiment, during operation, sun gear 110 and 45
second planetary gears 120 rotate in a first direction, while
braking gear 105 and first planetary gears 115 rotate in a
second direction (or reverse direction). This allows the
three-wheel drive assembly to traverse across a surface with
at least one or two wheels contacting the surface at all times. 50
When an obstacle is encountered and there is sufficient
forward momentum, or when the braking mechanism
applies brakes to braking gear 105 and the rotational force
of braking gear 105 is stopped or reduced, second planetary
gears 120 are configured to "walk" around braking gear 105. 55
It should be noted that when braking gear 105 is held fast (or
prevented from spinning), braking gear 105 does not rotate
causing the second planetary gears 120 to rotate around
braking gear 105.
It should be appreciated that the three-wheel drive assem- 60
bly may operate in two modes —a minor mode and a major
mode. In the minor mode, the three-wheel drive assembly
allows for smooth operation on even surfaces. For example,
two of the three wheels on the ground provide traction
allowing the vehicle to traverse the surface. In the major 65
mode, when the three-wheel drive assembly encounters an
obstacle and sufficient friction is realized with the ground,
_►,
the three-wheel drive assembly is configured to rotate allow-
ing the three-wheel drive assembly to "walk" over the
obstacle.
In certain embodiments of the major mode, braking gear
105 may be held fast in relation to the vehicle (by a braking
mechanism) preventing braking gear 105 from spinning.
Second planetary gears 120, which mesh with braking gear
105, are configured to drive around the circumference of
braking gear 105, allowing the three-wheel assembly to
rotate, or "wall', around an obstacle. It should be appreci-
ated that complete braking need not be applied to braking
gear 105, instead fractional (or modulated) braking on low
friction surfaces can be sufficient to cause the three-wheel
assembly to enter into the major mode allowing the three-
wheel assembly to rotate.
It should be appreciated that the assembly shown in FIGS.
1-3 are not limited to a three spoke or three-wheel drive
assembly. The drive assembly may be designed to include
any number of spokes, e.g., two, three, four, etc. The drive
assembly is configured such that second planetary gears 120
are configured to rotate about the braking gear 105 when
braking gear 105 is prevented from spinning or the rotational
force of braking gear 105 is reduced. It should further be
appreciated that the diameter of the gears may vary accord-
ing to the desired optimization of the assembly.
It should also be appreciated that embodiments of the
present inventions may be applied to robots for use by first
responders (and others). For example, embodiments of the
present invention may provide a multi-spoked wheel assem-
bly that moves in a direction of optimizing a robot (or
vehicle) for smooth operation on a flat surface, the ability to
climb over obstacles including climbing of stairs, "walk" or
move through loose surfaces, such as mud, snow, sand, etc.
It should be appreciated that the spoked wheel drive assem-
bly is robust, such that the assembly cannot come apart
during normal operation of the vehicle, and may include a
housing to contain and protect the gears and axels. The
multi-spoked drive assembly may be further configured to
switch between different modes of operation, i.e., passively,
through user command, or autonomously.
It will be readily understood that the components of the
invention, as generally described and illustrated in the
figures herein, may be arranged and designed in a wide
variety of different configurations. Thus, the detailed
description of the embodiments is not intended to limit the
scope of the invention as claimed, but is merely represen-
tative of selected embodiments of the invention.
The features, structures, or characteristics of the invention
described throughout this specification may be combined in
any suitable manner in one or more embodiments. For
example, the usage of "certain embodiments," "some
embodiments," or other similar language, throughout this
specification refers to the fact that a particular feature,
structure, or characteristic described in connection with an
embodiment may be included in at least one embodiment of
the invention. Thus, appearances of the phrases "in certain
embodiments," "in some embodiments," "in other embodi-
ments," or other similar language, throughout this specifi-
cation do not necessarily all refer to the same embodiment
or group of embodiments, and the described features, struc-
tures, or characteristics may be combined in any suitable
manner in one or more embodiments.
One having ordinary skill in the art will readily under-
stand that the invention as discussed above may be practiced
with steps in a different order, and/or with hardware ele-
ments in configurations that are different than those which
are disclosed. Therefore, although the invention has been
US 9,726,268 B1
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described based upon these preferred embodiments, it would
be apparent to those of skill in the art that certain modifi-
cations, variations, and alternative constructions would be
apparent, while remaining within the spirit and scope of the
invention. In order to determine the metes and bounds of the
invention, therefore, reference should be made to the
appended claims.
The invention claimed is:
1. An apparatus, comprising:
a sun gear rotatable about a center axis;
a plurality of first planetary gears in mesh engagement
with the sun gear;
a plurality of second planetary gears each in mesh engage-
ment with a corresponding first planetary gear;
a wheel connected to each of the plurality of second
planetary gears to allow the apparatus to traverse on the
wheels over the ground such that when one of the
plurality of second planetary gears rotates about its axis
of rotation its corresponding wheel rotates about the
same axis of rotation;
wherein rotational force applied to the sun gear causes
rotational force on the second planetary gears through
the mesh coupling of the first planetary gears; and
a braking gear rotatable about the center axis and in mesh
engagement with the plurality of second planetary
gears;
where the apparatus is configured to operate in two
rotational modes of operation, comprising:
a minor mode where each second planetary gear rotates
about its respective axis and rotationally drives its
corresponding wheel to allow the apparatus to roll on
its wheels over a surface; or
a major mode where each second planetary gear rotates
about its respective axis and rotationally drives its
corresponding wheel to roll over a surface as in the
minor mode and also where each second planetary
gear simultaneously travels rotationally around the
braking gear thereby allowing the wheels to walk
over a surface.
2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein, during operation of
the apparatus, the sun gear and the second planetary gears
are configured to rotate in a first direction, and the braking
gear and the first planetary gears are configured to rotate in
a second direction.
3. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising:
a front plate and a back plate are configured to hold the
sun gear, the first planetary gears, the second planetary
gears, and the braking gear to form the apparatus.
4. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the sun gear is
configured to be operated by a motor.
5. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the braking gear is
configured to be operated by a braking mechanism.
6. A multi-spoked assembly, comprising:
a sun gear rotatable about a center axis;
a plurality of first planetary gears in mesh engagement
with the sun gear;
a plurality of second planetary gears each in mesh engage-
ment with a corresponding first planetary gear;
a wheel connected to each of the plurality of second
planetary gears to allow the apparatus to traverse on the
wheels over the ground such that when one of the
plurality of second planetary gears rotates about its axis
of rotation its corresponding wheel rotates about the
same axis of rotation;
wherein rotational force applied to the sun gear causes
rotational force on the second planetary gears via the
first planetary gears;
6
a braking gear rotatable about the center axis and in mesh
engagement with the plurality of second planetary
gears;
where the apparatus is configured to operate in two
5 rotational modes of operation, comprising:
a minor mode where each second planetary gear rotates
about its respective axis and rotationally drives its
corresponding wheel to allow the apparatus to roll on
its wheels over a surface; or
10 
a major mode where each second planetary gear rotates
about its respective axis and rotationally drives its
corresponding wheel to roll over a surface as in the
minor mode and also where each second planetary
15 gear simultaneously travels rotationally around the
braking gear thereby allowing the wheels to walk
over a surface;
wherein when a rotational force of the braking gear is
reduced or the braking gear is prevented from moving
20 or spinning, the plurality of second planetary gears
travel around the braking gear.
7. The multi-spoked assembly of claim 6, wherein, during
operation of the apparatus, the sun gear and the second
planetary gears are configured to rotate in a first direction,
25 and the braking gear and the first planetary gears are
configured to rotate in a second direction.
8. The multi-spoked assembly of claim 6, further com-
prising:
a front plate and a back plate are configured to hold the
30 
sun gear, the first planetary gears, the second planetary
gears, and the braking gear to form the apparatus.
9. The multi-spoked assembly of claim 6, wherein the sun
gear is configured to be operated by a motor.
35 10. The multi-spoked assembly of claim 6, wherein the
braking gear is configured to be controlled by a braking
mechanism.
11. An apparatus, comprising:
a motor driven sun gear rotatable about a center axis;
40 a plurality of first planetary gears in mesh engagement
with the sun gear;
a plurality of second planetary gears each in mesh engage-
ment with a corresponding first planetary gear;
a wheel connected to each of the plurality of second
45 planetary gears to allow the apparatus to traverse on the
wheels over the ground such that when one of the
plurality of second planetary gears rotates about its axis
of rotation its corresponding wheel rotates about the
same axis of rotation,
50 a braking gear rotatable about the center axis and in mesh
engagement with the plurality of second planetary
gears;
where the apparatus is configured to operate in two
55 
rotational modes of operation, comprising: a minor
mode wherein rotational force applied to the sun gear
causes rotational force on the wheels, causing the
apparatus to roll on its wheels to traverse across a
surface; or a major mode where each wheel rotates
60 about its respective axis as in the minor mode and also
simultaneously travels rotationally around the braking
gear thereby allowing the wheels to walk over surfaces.
12. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein, during operation
of the apparatus, the sun gear and the second planetary gears
65 are configured to rotate in a first direction, and the braking




13. The apparatus of claim 11, further comprising:
a front plate and a back plate are configured to hold the
sun gear, the first planetary gears, the second planetary
gears, and the braking gear to form the apparatus.
14. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the major mode is 5
engaged through a braking force applied to the braking gear.
15. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the major mode is
engaged when the apparatus encounters an obstacle that
retards the rotational force of any second planetary gear.
16. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the major mode is io
engaged passively through operator command or autono-
mously actuated using feedback from the assembly indicat-
ing slippage or approaching a stall state.
17. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the major mode is
engaged when the terrain is loose and traction is not good. 15
18. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the major mode is
engaged through fractional or modulated braking.
